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IMPERIUM CASH BASED REPORTING
The Imperium Cash Based Reporting customization package allows the user to create and report on a
CASH based reporting ledger. As part of this process there are specific features and configuration
settings that are required. These are discussed in more details in the Cash Based Reporting
Configuration document.

After the CBR package has been published and the configuration settings are complete you can begin
processing the original accrual-based Acumatica records to convert to the Imperium Cash Based
Reporting ledger. The specifics of each module are discussed below.

The Imperium CBR customization adds several new menu items found under the Financial menu:

Cash Conversion
This is the process page that will find records from all modules that affect cash and convert them to the
associated cash ledger record. After selecting a specific financial period, the system will retrieve all
records, except Journal Transactions, and allow the user to process some or all of the records.

Cash Conversion Log

The cash conversion log provides a review of all transactions that have been converted. The log will
indicate the original batch number and the batch number of the conversion record, the document type,
and reference number, if the record was successfully converted, or if an error was returned, the specific
error message encountered, and the date the conversion record was created.

Cash Conversion Mapping
There are instances when entries have been made to accounts that are not normally used in cash
accounting. In order to account for these the Cash Conversion Mapping table will allow for an account
replacement to be made. These may be set up by specific branch, module, and account. For instance,
where there are entries made to prepaid accounts that are normally recorded on the balance sheet, the
mapping will convert the specified records to an actual revenue or expense account.
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Cash Basis Logs Purging
In order to maintain a reasonable size, the cash conversion may be purged from time to time. Log
purging allows the user to maintain a reasonable number of records within the tenant for quick review.
The purge may also be set up as a scheduled process to be run automatically. It is suggested that an XLS
record of the log file be saved before the log is purged.

Journal Transactions
Because journal transactions are made directly into the general ledger the process of converting them to
a cash transaction is completed directly on the journal transaction page.

Once the journal transaction has been submitted the CREATE CASH BASIS button is available at the top
of the page.
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Selecting the CREATE CASH BASIS button will create and submit the cash transaction. The initial accrual
transaction will be redisplayed with the Cash Basis Batch Number indicated as well as the Cash Basis
Created box selected.

Navigating to the next transaction will display the Cash journal transaction. In addition to posting to the
cash ledger the entry will indicate the original accrual batch number.


